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Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc network is an autonomous system of mobile nodes connected by wireless links where each node operates as an end system and a router for all other nodes in the network. These MANETs don’t require any centralized infrastructure to work like we have access point in wireless networks. This is how they find their importance in today’s world were independent systems are preferred.

In this paper we have analyzed the performance of routing protocols in terms of Throughput and Packet Delivery Ratio. No hardware is used to accomplish the project. Though a network simulator, NS2 is used which College provides.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication between mobile users is becoming more popular than ever before. This is due to recent technological advances in laptop computers and wireless data communication devices, such as wireless nodes and wireless LANs. This has lead to lower prices and higher data rates, which are the two main reasons why mobile computing continues to enjoy rapid growth. There are two distinct approaches for enabling wireless communication between two hosts. The first approach is to let the existing cellular network infrastructure carry data as well as voice. The major problems include the problem of handoff, which tries to handle the situation when a connection should be smoothly handed over from one base station to another base station without noticeable delay or packet loss. Another problem is that networks based on the cellular infrastructure are limited to places where there exists such a cellular network infrastructure.

The second approach is to form an ad-hoc network among all users wanting to communicate with each other. This means that all users participating in the ad-hoc network must be willing to forward data packets to make sure that the packets are delivered from source to destination. This form of networking is limited in range by the individual nodes transmission ranges and is typically smaller compared to the range of cellular systems. This does not mean that the cellular approach is better than the ad-hoc approach.

Ad-hoc networks do not rely on any pre-established infrastructure and can therefore be deployed in places with no infrastructure. This is useful in disaster recovery situations and places with non-existing or damaged communication infrastructure where rapid deployment of a communication network is needed. Ad-hoc networks can also be useful on conferences where people participating in the conference can form a temporary network without engaging the services of any pre-existing network. Because nodes are forwarding packets for each other, some sort of routing protocol is necessary to make the routing decisions.

There are currently two variations of mobile wireless networks infrastructured and Infrastructureless networks. The infrastructured networks, also known as Cellular network, have fixed and wired gateways.

They have fixed base stations that are connected to other base stations through wires. The transmission range of a base station constitutes a cell. All the mobile nodes lying within this cell connects to and communicates with the nearest bridge (base station). A hand off occurs as mobile host travels out of range of one Base Station and into the range of another and thus, mobile host is able to continue communication seamlessly throughout the network. Example of this type includes office wireless local area networks (WLANs).
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The other type of network, Infrastructureless network, is known as Mobile Ad NETwork (MANET). These networks have no fixed routers. All nodes are capable of movement and can be connected dynamically in arbitrary manner. The responsibilities for organizing and controlling the network are distributed among the terminals themselves. The entire network is mobile, and the individual terminals are allowed to move at will relative to each other. In this type of network, some pairs of terminals may not be able to communicate directly to with each other and relaying of some messages is required so that they are delivered to their destinations. The nodes of these networks also function as routers, which discover and maintain routes to other nodes in the networks. The nodes may be located in or on airplanes, ships, trucks, cars, perhaps even on people or very small devices.

The chief difference between ad hoc networks is the apparent lack of a centralized entity within an ad-hoc network. There are no base stations or mobile switching centers in an ad hoc network. The interest in wireless ad hoc networks stems from of their well-known advantages for certain types of applications. Since, there is no fixed infrastructure, a wireless ad hoc network can be deployed quickly. Thus, such networks can be used in situations where either there is no other wireless communication infrastructure present or where such infrastructure cannot be used because of security, cost, or safety reasons.

II. Ad-Hoc ROUTING PROTOCOLS

An ad hoc routing protocol is a standard for controlling node decisions when routing packets traverse a MANET between devices. A node in the network, or one trying to join, does not know about the topology of the network. It discovers the topology by announcing its presence and listening to broadcasts from other nodes (neighbours) in the network. The process of route discovery is performed differently depending on the routing protocol implemented in a network.

A number of routing protocols have been suggested for ad-hoc networks. These protocols can be classified into three categories:
- Table driven routing protocols
- Source initiated on demand routing protocols
- Hybrid routing protocol

The objectives of manet routing protocols are to maximize network throughput, to maximize network lifetime and to minimize delay.

Routing protocols can be classified as shown below:
III. Related Study

We have identified several pieces of key literature in the field of MANET routing protocols which highlight existing protocols as well as the current thinking within the field and the directions researchers are moving in the future. Reference [3] proposes that an effective MANET routing protocol must be equipped to deal with the dynamic and unpredictable topology changes associated with mobile nodes, whilst also being aware of the limited wireless bandwidth and device power considerations which may lead to reductions in transmission range or throughput. This is expanded upon by [1] who propose that in addition to these core requirements; MANET routing protocols should also be decentralized, self-healing and self-organising and able to exploit multi-hopping and load balancing, these requirements ensure MANET routing protocols ability to operate autonomously.

Wireless ad hoc networks impose additional challenges in front of the designers, due to the lack of infrastructure and the dynamic and ephemeral character of the relationship between the network nodes. They require more sophisticated, efficient and well designed security mechanisms to achieve security goals [9]. Increasing number of ad-hoc networking applications (including sensor networks, ubiquitous computing and peer-to-peer applications) emphasize a need for strong privacy protection and security mechanisms. Security in ad hoc networking is a huge topic. It defines security goals and possible threats and attacks, explains major security mechanisms and schemes and presents several security architectures and existing projects. There are still many challenges ahead. Ad hoc networks rely on cooperation of involved nodes which can be threatened by node selfishness and result in denial of service, network break down and depriving all users of cooperation. So, demands for efficient resolution of secure grouping, membership management and trust management are still under investigation. Accountability is another open issue. Concerning trust metrics and repudiation mechanisms, these are partially solved with multi-agent design. Cooperation approach, similar to game theory, may be used in designing ad hoc communication systems. Compromise between anonymity and accountability is applied through micropayment enforcements. Micro-payments are enforcing security and enhancing QoS provisioning at the same time. Secure service provisioning [8,9] incorporates security mechanisms into service discovery procedures. Security features intend to be embedded in ad hoc devices providing secure link layer functionalities. Efficient use of computation resources and guarding against parasitic computation is another challenge. The research in the area of authentication and key management concentrates on designing cryptographic algorithms that should be efficient in sense of computational and message overhead. Variety of broadcast and multicast scenarios are still waiting to be resolved. Designing self-enforcing privacy policies and enhancing privacy mechanisms are challenging issues for ubiquitous computing environments. A number of routing protocols for MANET, which are broadly categorized as proactive and reactive. Proactive routing protocols tend to provide lower latency than that of the on-demand protocols, because they try to maintain routes to all the nodes in the network all the time. But the drawback for such protocols is the excessive routing overhead transmitted, which is periodic in nature without much consideration for the network mobility or load. On the other hand, though reactive protocols discover routes only when they are needed, they may still generate a huge amount of traffic when the network changes frequently. Depending on the amount of network traffic and number of flows, the routing protocols could be chosen. When there is congestion in the network due to heavy traffic, in general case, a reactive protocol is preferable. Sometimes the size of the network might be a major considerable point. For example, AODV, DSR are some of the protocols suitable for relatively smaller networks. Network mobility is another factor that can degrade the performance of certain protocols. When the network is relatively static, proactive routing protocols can be used, as storing the topology information in such case is more efficient. On the other hand, as the mobility of nodes in the network increases, reactive protocols perform better. Overall, the answer to the debating point might be that the mobility and traffic pattern of the network must play the key role for choosing an appropriate routing strategy for a particular network. It is quite natural that one particular solution cannot be applied for all sorts of situations and, even if applied, might not be optimal in all cases. Often it is more appropriate to apply a hybrid protocol rather than a strictly proactive or reactive protocol as hybrid protocols often possess the advantages of both types of protocols.

IV. RESULTS

Here we calculate number of packets received in our simulation. A high number of packet received means higher performance.
AODV with 50 nodes

Fig 5.1: Simulation of AODV with 50 nodes.

Fig 5.2: X-graph representing packet received in simulation for AODV.

Fig 5.3: X-graph representing packet lost in simulation for AODV.

DSR with 50 nodes

Fig 5.4: Simulation of DSR with 50 nodes.

Fig 5.5: X-graph representing packet received in simulation for DSR.

Fig 5.6: X-graph representing packet lost in simulation for DSR.
ZRP with 50 nodes.

Fig 5.7: Simulation of ZRP with 50 nodes

Fig 5.8: X-graph representing packet received in simulation for ZRP.

Fig 5.9: X-graph representing packet lost in simulation for ZRP.

Fig 5.10: X-graph representing comparison of packet received in simulation for AODV, DSR and ZRP.

In fig 5.10 number of packets recieved in DSR is much higher than other routing protocols. ZRP performs worst in this case.

Fig 5.11: X-graph representing comparison of packet lost in simulation for AODV, DSR and ZRP.

In fig 5.11, the number of packets lost in ZRP is much higher than other routing protocols. Packets lost is minimum in case of AODV.
CONCLUSION
The performance of the three MANET Routing protocols such as AODV, DSR and ZRP was analyzed using NS-2 Simulator. When comparing the number of packets received and number of packets lost by each of the protocols, DSR has the high number of packets received. It measures of effectiveness of a routing protocol. The packet received and packets lost of AODV, DSR and ZRP Protocols for 50 Nodes .Based on the simulation results, the packets received value of DSR slowly increases initially and maintains its value when the time increases. ZRP performs worst in this case because of high number of packet lost.

FUTURE WORK
A comparison or routing protocols AODV, DSR and ZRP has been carried out. It is proposed to compare all other routing protocols considering the same simulation parameters so that an exhaustive comparison of various routing protocols can be made.
Also, it would be interesting to observe the behaviour of these protocols by varying other network parameters like Simulation time, Simulation areas, Traffic type etc. More performance metrics can also be considered. These protocols can also be compared with their existence & the work presented here can be used as a reference for future.
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